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“...Let us run with patience the race that is set before us.” Hebrews 12:1
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Bears Beget Bears...
August ‘15 = Russian Cycles Escalate
August 2015 - The month of August ushers in the culmination of the ‘middle third’ of 2015 - when Stock Capitulation has
been forecast - and when diverse cycles related to Russia (Bears
Beget Bears) enter an accelerated phase. In 1999, I described
‘The August Factor’ and how it related to the coincidence of these
two ‘Bears’ - when the Stock Market Bear & the Russian Bear often make it clear they are both out of hibernation.

DJTA Targets……...............10

That reinforces recent analysis in the leading DJTA
(projecting an overall decline into late-August and down to 7600-7700) and is corroborated by diverse analysis just published in the August 2015 INSIIDE Track. This Report highlights some of those expectations, including projections for another dive in the Russian Ruble and
for Stock Indices to turn down on August 3--7th and enter their most dangerous period.
It also ties together a unique ongoing correlation between three oil-centric markets that remain
‘Bearish’ - applying pressure on global equity markets - but which are entering the final months of their overall negative cycles. August 2015 should provide powerful corroboration & clarification to this analysis:

Outlook 2015--2017
1Q ’16: The ‘Cru-ca-ble’
07-30-15 - 2015 has been targeted for a deflationary ‘trough’ with respect to many commodities. One
of the most salient cycle convergences has just taken place - in Silver in July 2015. Gold shared many of
the same cycles but Silver had the greatest synergy of those cycles - ranging from 11-Year & 7-Year Cycles
down to 8-month & 4-month cycles (and ultimately, 4--8 week and even daily cycles).
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targets & cycles. But, that does NOT automatically
signal a bottom or a reversal higher.

The yearly cycles pinpoint 2015 as the year
for a bottom. So, it is conceivable that a final spike
low could stretch all the way into year-end.

Several triggers need to be activated and multiple resistance levels exceeded in the coming
months. That will be monitored - on an ongoing
basis - in the Metals section of INSIIDE Track.

However, within the framework of that year,
the greatest synergy of monthly & weekly cycles
(and some precise yearly projections from previous
lows) came into play in July
2015.
Gold & Silver fulfilled
the primary aspect of this
cycle - completing the projected declines from 3Q
2011, 3Q 2014 and Jan.
2015 - and fulfilled almost all
of the downside price objectives in the process.

“As the 40-Year & 17-Year Cycles have
already revealed, the coming months are
expected to be a time of serious ‘testing’,
when the ‘heat is turned up’ - financially
(markets) & geopolitically.”

In the meantime, there
are some corresponding
factors that could make the
next 6 months even more
interesting (what does that
Chinese proverb/curse say
about ‘interesting times’?!).

As the 40-Year & 17Year Cycles have already revealed, the coming
months are expected to be a time of serious
‘testing’, when the ‘heat is turned up’ - financially
(markets) & geopolitically. With all this talk about
‘testing’ and ‘metals’ and ‘elevated heat’, one word
could sum up the next 6 months...

[The one remaining downside target was a
combination of wave objectives in Gold - at 1033-1045.0/GC.]
Now the question is whether they will fulfill the
other aspect of that analysis - producing an important bottom and steadily building a base from which
a new advance could take hold.

‘Cru-ca-ble’
Don’t worry… I didn’t forget to ‘spell-check’
that word. If I had intended to spell it in the routine
way - crucible - and looked that up via Google, I
would have found these definitions:

As discussed many times before, 2016 (‘The
Golden Year’) is when I expect to see more bullish
movement unfold in Gold & Silver… after a bottom
& initial rally has unfolded.

-- a ceramic or metal container in which metals or other substances may be melted or subjected
to very high temperatures.

One of the interesting aspects of Silver’s cycles is the fact they are so synergistic in Silver. In
other words, the metal that is more prone to inflationary & deflationary swings - and less to ‘safehaven’ buying or selling - is the one providing the
strongest argument for a 3Q 2015 bottom. And,
Silver is the one that just set a double-bottom holding prior lows.

-- a place or occasion of severe test or trial.
-- a place or situation in which different elements interact to produce something new.
Wow! Maybe I should have stuck with the
established spelling, since its definitions provide
revealing parallels to the other term I am describing. And, that seques to a cycle convergence that
should not be overlooked.

There is a LOT that Gold & Silver need to do
to signal that a bottom is taking hold.
Yes, they have fulfilled most of the downside
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… Cru - ca - ble.

Crude - Monthly
2008 -- Present

Of course, they all have energy (oil) as their
‘common denominator’. Both the ‘Loon’ and the
Ruble are petro-currencies, swinging closely in tandem with the price of oil. And, it is the cycles governing both that are demanding attention.

2016: Bears Beget Bears?
In recent years, I have placed a bit more focus
on the Russian Ruble - sensing that its demise
(coinciding with a plummeting Euro in 2014) would
push Russia - and Putin - to the brink.
After a decade of escalating Crude prices
(almost a 1,500% advance) that bolstered the Russian economy - from late-1998 into 3Q 2008 - the
opposite has been the case for the last ~7 years.

CA$ - Monthly
2007 -- Present

When Crude peaked & perpetuated its 3-Year
Cycle Progression in mid-2014, it ushered in a very
negative period that was/is expected to pressure oil
prices for at least 18 months (1/2 of that high-high
cycle).
From the July 2014 peak, that equates
roughly to a January 2016 low.

Ruble - Monthly
2008 -- Present

The more intriguing web of cycles appears in
the Ruble. Jan. 2016 is an exact 7-Year Cycle
from the Jan. 2009 bottom (a low that held for over
5 years).

A Cord of Three Strands

Corroborating that 7-Year Cycle, the Ruble set
an intervening low at the mid-point - in mid-2012
(creating a ~3.5 year low-low-low Cycle Progression targeted for Dec. ‘15/Jan. ‘16).

There is an intriguing correlation (not surprising; just intriguing) between three key markets - all
of which could produce important bottoms in or
around 1Q 2016. (These bottoms could be multiyear lows or secondary lows before a sustained
advance.) The three markets are:

And, corroborating that 3.5-Year Cycle, the
Ruble set an intervening low at the mid-point - in
1Q 2014 (creating a ~1.75 year low-low-low Cycle
Progression targeted for Dec. ‘15/Jan. ‘16). Jan.
2016 is also the 1-year anniversary (360-degree
cycle) from the Ruble’s lowest monthly close - in
January 2015. (See pg. [9] for Russia Cycles.)

-- Crude Oil (‘Cru’)
-- Canadian Dollar (‘Ca’)
-- Russian Ruble (‘ble’)
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‘divergence’ being the 2007 peak in the CA$ - arriving about 9 months before the mid-2008 peaks in
Crude & the Ruble.

7 & 17-Year Cycles Converging
Crude has a unique convergence of multi-year
cycles coming into play at the same time.

Cycles project a CA$ low to lag in 2016
(Could a real estate bubble burst account for
that?).

Dec. 2015 is one complete 17-Year Cycle
from its Dec. 1998 major bottom.
Late-2015/early-2016 is also the next phase
of a ~7-Year Cycle that connects the 4Q 2001
(secondary) low and the 1Q 2009 low.

That is why I have offset the chart of the CA$,
to illustrate the synchronicity of the major turns in
2009 (lows) & 2011 (highs)… as well as the cycle
highs in 2Q 2014 that triggered the accelerated
declines in all three markets.

Crude also has a ~9-month high (May ’11)-high (Feb. ’12)--low (Nov. ‘12)--high (Aug. ‘13)-high (June ‘14)--low (March ‘15)--low Cycle Sequence that next comes into play in Dec. 2015.

As the declines in the ’Cru-ca-ble’ hit the
’boiling point’, watch for ramifications across the
globe. IT

Canadian Cycles
Corroborating these cycles - or at least coming pretty close - is a combination of monthly &
yearly cycles in the Canadian Dollar… all of which
point to 1Q 2016 for a bottom.
That begins with a similar but more precise, 7Year Cycle that connects the 1Q 1995 low, 1Q
2002 low & 1Q 2009 low to a potential 1Q 2016
low.

Hadik’s Cycle Progression

Monthly cycles focus on March/April 2016
and include a 20--22 month high (Sept. ’12)-high
(July ’14)--low (March/April ’16) Cycle Progression.

STOCK INDICES
07/30/15 - Stock Indices remain in the period between late-April & late-Sept. 2015 - when a
20% correction has been considered a much
higher probability.

That also incorporates a ~10-month high (July
’14)--high (May ’15)--low (March ’16) Cycle Progression & a 12-month low (March ’13)--low
(March ’14)--low (March ’15)--low (March ’16) Cycle Progression.

That analysis is the culmination & combination
(SYNERGY!) of diverse cycles, wave & technical
analysis, including the following (already discussed) topics:

While these cycles create the potential for a
little divergence in time, it is the bigger picture I am
focusing on for the purpose of this discussion…
and the potential for important lows in/around 1Q
2016.

1- 40-Year Cycle of Stock-flation - an inflationary advance in equity prices from 1974 into 2014.
2 - 80-Year Cycle of Economic Malaise & Revolt (1695--1775--1855--1935--2015)… often leading to panics and/or crashes in the ‘7’ year - includ-

The charts below [previous page] show the
action of the past 7--8 years with the only notable
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ing the Panic of 1857 and the second stock market
crash of the 1930’s the Crash of 1937.
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Oh yeah… the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

3- 17-Year Cycle of Financial Crises.

And 17 years before the Soviets invaded Afghanistan, they made the decision that led to the
Cuban Missile Crisis.

4- 17-Year Cycle of Stock Corrections.
5 - ~7-Year Cycle of Stock Market Peaks - a
cycle that separates the March 2000 & Oct. 2007
highs and projected another peak for May 2015.

And 17 years before that, the end of World
War II ushered in the Cold War between the US/
West & USSR.

6 - 15--16 Month (~66-Week) Cycle - that
projected a high for late-April/early-May 2015.
Many Indices peaked on April 27, 2015.

Could there really be something to that 17Year Cycle?!

7 - The related 32--33 Week Cycle projected
a peak during the weeks of April 27--May 1st and
May 4--8th, 2015 (and project an ensuing peak for
Dec. 2015).

Of course, there are also some other captivating cycles that dovetail with this analysis (‘bear’
with me for a minute as I attempt to illustrate how
all of this could come together in the next 6--12
months).

The Bear is Stirring...
One of the more riveting aspects of that
cycle combo involves #3 - the 17-Year Cycle
of Financial Crises… usually spurred by related geopolitical crises. The last phase of
that cycle - occurring in 1998 - involved the
‘Russian Ruble Crisis’ coming on the heels of
the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis.

“So, in 1998, the Ruble was plummeting and
breaking to ‘dangerous’ new lows.
In 2015 - exactly 17 years later - the Ruble is
plummeting and nearing ‘dangerous’ new lows.”
In past years, I have detailed unique cycles
applying to Saudi Arabia - that projected a seismic
shift leading into/through 2016.

(As I detailed in the original analysis on this
topic, it usually takes 2 or more ‘triggers’ to finally
get the DJIA to succumb).

That plays into cycle analysis in Gold (‘The
Golden Year’) and the Dollar as well. This might
not have meant as much until the events of the
past month…

So, in 1998, the Ruble was plummeting and
breaking to ‘dangerous’ new lows.
In 2015 - exactly 17 years later - the Ruble is
plummeting and nearing ‘dangerous’ new lows.

With the U.S. pushing for ANY sort of deal
with Iran (to look good from a ‘legacy’ perspective),
they have just sent shockwaves of anxiety through
one of our most significant Middle East
‘allies’ (and, yes, I use that term loosely).

And, apparently, the fact that Russia decided
to shift her currency reserves and more heavily
weight holdings in Gold & the Euro in 2014 (what
perfect timing) - moving away from the US Dollar has exacerbated Putin’s already tenuous financial
& economic situation.

No, I am NOT talking about Israel - even
though they get all the headlines in this situation.
Instead, it is Saudi Arabia - the competing Middle
East powerhouse (to Iran) - that is roiled by this
‘treaty’.

Now, remind me… What was one of the crises that occurred in 1980--1981, 17 years before
1997/1998?

And where is Saudi Arabia turning?
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To Russia (and France), with whom they have
just struck new agreements & trade deals.
Early in this administration, there was a lot of
talk - primarily from the political right - about deliberate ‘snubs’ of the Saudis, during diplomatic introductions & meetings - by the current President &
First Lady. (And, there was also the opposite speculation that certain bowing conveyed subservience to the Saudis.) That was all very subjective.
However, there is no denying that the desperate push for this Iranian nuclear deal has unnerved
the Saudis and pushed them right into the arms of
Putin, et al.
While it may seem like wild speculation at this
time, what are the chances that the Saudis ultimately cut a deal with Russia that ‘kills two birds
with one stone’..
1 - Supports oil prices (production cuts).
2 - Shifts global currency balance of power
(revoking US Dollar as primary oil currency).
Of course, things like that rarely occur until
‘desperate times’ have been encountered.
Could 1Q 2016 usher in ‘desperate
times’ (see Opening Comments regarding Crude &
Ruble)?
Although I have strayed a bit from pure technical & cyclical analysis of Stock Indices, I felt it important to reiterate and elaborate on corresponding
cycles that usually tie in with equity markets.
In many cases, the political ‘bear’ emerges a
little before the economic ‘bear’. But, there are also
times when the two surface simultaneously.

3Q 2015 Outlook
The Indices continue to provide a steady progression of intermediate declines with weekly trend
reversals culminating each of them.
In early-2015, it was the DJ Transports.
Then it was the DJ Utilities in February fol-
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“...it confirms the initial decline...AND
sets the stage for a subsequent - and usually
more dynamic - decline in the near future...It
typically times - within 1--2 weeks - an initial
low & an ensuing 1--3 week bounce...Watch
early-Aug. for next downturn.”
lowed by the DJ Composite.
After that, things shifted globally as the DAX
turned its weekly trend down in April. It was soon
followed by the FTSE and ultimately by the CAC-40
in June.
Late-June saw the NYSE reverse its weekly
trend to down as it was testing & holding its weekly
HLS. It was not until July 24th that the DJ Industrials finally joined the party, turning its weekly trend
down at the same time it was also giving a convincing weekly 21 MAC (negative) signal.
So what does this signal mean?
That has been discussed dozens of times before, but it is always beneficial to review it. There
are three critical things to understand about this
weekly trend reversal signal...
1 - It is a lagging indicator and is NOT used
for entry of trades. It either confirms & escalates
already-existing trades (that would have been entered on a daily signal and held to see if the weekly
trend would corroborate) or it sets the stage for
new ones.
2 - It escalates the prevailing trend (in these
cases, that was a neutral weekly trend and a daily
downtrend) and confirms that a larger-degree reversal is still unfolding.
In other words, it confirms the initial decline
(and reveals that it is more than just a correction
prior to a new primary advance) AND sets the
stage for a subsequent - and usually more dynamic
- decline in the near future.
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3 - It typically times - within 1--2 weeks - an
initial low & an ensuing 1--3 week bounce. In Elliott
Wave terms, it would be identifying the culmination
of an ‘A’ or ‘1’ wave down and would pave the way
for a ‘B’ or ‘2’ wave rebound followed by a dynamic,
‘C’ or ‘3’ wave down.

INSIIDE Track Reprint

It rebounded enough to test its previous low
(support turned into resistance - at ~4100) and is
attempting to enter a new decline. It is expected to
see further selling and to ultimately test and at least
spike below 3100.

Each time one of the Indices has reversed
their weekly trend to down (and, it is important to
reiterate this is a lagging/confirming indicator - NOT
a leading one), it has coincided with a 1--3 week
bottom almost immediately after.

The DAX & European Indices dropped into
July 8th and bottomed 2 days early (see last
month’s analysis) and then bounced into mid-July topping ~90 degrees from its April 13--17th peak.
Based on its daily trend pattern, the DAX could
enter a new decline as soon as August 3--7th.

The NYSE did it in early-July and a bottom
was set in many Indices on July 8th - fulfilling previously-published analysis for an accelerated decline in late-June/early-July...

As discussed before, the DAX peaked
(12,390/DAX) in almost perfect fulfillment of the 1-2 year upside wave target of 12,351--12,366/DAX where multiple wave targets converged.

Most recently, the DJIA reversed its weekly
trend down (on July 24th) after testing its weekly 21
High MAC (while remaining below its weekly 21
High MARC) and then reversing lower… even as
the other Indices retested but held their July 8th
lows.

Combined with the mid-Oct. 2014 low, the mid
-April peak and subsequent mid-July peak (all
linked by a ~90-degree/~90-day cycle) focus on
mid-Oct. 2015 as a critical period. As for price...
10,050--10,095/DAX is a significant area of
resistance turned into support and a make-or-break
level of support for the 3--6 month trend. Below
that, ~9,400 is a decisive level of intra-year support.

It spiked to new 5-month lows on July 27th completing its sharpest 5-day decline in 6 months
and almost perfectly matching the magnitude of its
previous decline (from late-June into early-July
two declines of ~700 DJIA points each).

The FTSE needs a weekly close below 6,300/
FTSE - intra-year & 3--6 month support - to escalate this decline to the next level.
[End of excerpt from August 2015 INSIIDE Track.]

And, yet again, that set the stage for an initial
bottom and a 1--3 week bounce… which is now
underway. Watch early-Aug. for next downturn.

Aug. 2015 - All of this analysis - from recent
weeks and from recent years - emphasizes the
significance of cycles coming into play in August
2015. On an intra-year basis, it is the culmination
of the „Capitulation‟ phase expected for Stock Indices (when the sharpest selling was/is expected)
and it is the first month following important cycle
lows in Gold & Silver.

The significance of this is what it means for
the rest of 3Q 2015… and the rest of 2015.
Several Indices are already focused on Aug.
3--7th for a rebound peak.
This DJIA weekly trend pattern is beginning to
corroborate that… although shorter-term analysis
will be used to hone that outlook...

To reiterate, it is the month when things are
really expected to heat up. From a geopolitical
perspective, Russia cycles are only beginning to
accelerate and this could usher in a precarious 1--2
year period. And, there is much more. Refer to
current publications for latest analysis. IT

Global Indices
China’s Shanghai Composite - after plummeting 30+% - also bottomed along with near-term
cycles in early-July.
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Reprint from August 2015 INSIIDE Track...

A Parallel 40-Year Cycle (Excerpt from Oct. 2014 INSIIDE Track)
Tsars, Soviets & Socialists
09-29-14 - “...a similar 40-Year Cycle that also comes to fruition in 2016--2017…
The interesting thing is how closely this 40-Year Cycle of Russian Politics & Influence has paralleled the
events in America...the 70-Year Cycle dovetails with the latest phase of the 40-Year Cycle, since 2015-2019 is 70 years from when Russia/USSR went from being one of the ’Allies’ in World War II to being the
focus of America’s fears & distrust during the Cold War.
That can be traced to the Truman Doctrine issued in 1947… pinpointing 2017 as a complete 70-Year
Cycle.
The 2010’s are next and 2016/2017 is the focal point for this 40-Year & 80-Year Cycle in Russia (and a
100-Year Cycle from the Russian Revolution in 1917)…one could pinpoint this focus to 2016 - the latest
phase in an 80-Year Cycle progression that already includes 1696 (when Ivan V died and Peter the Great
ruled independently and brought Russia into the age of Enlightenment - modernizing Russia while building
her navy, beginning with attacks against Ottoman forces - also in 1696), 1776, 1856 & 1936...
1776 (1775--1781) - Part of Russia’s ‘Golden Age’; Catherine the Great’s tacit support of - and trade with American colonists...established relations with America in 1776.
1816 - Culmination/aftermath of Napoleonic Wars (Waterloo in 1815) in which France’s defeat was largely
attributed to their failed invasion of Russia in 1812; Russia took on an important role in Europe’s politics
from 1816 on…
1856 - Culmination of Crimean War (1853--1856); coronation of Alexander II after death of Nicholas I in
1855; Treaty of Paris - humiliating defeat for Russia; made Black Sea neutral territory...
1896 - Coronation of final Tsar/Russian emperor (Nicholas II); lasted half of that 40-Year Cycle.
1936 - Constitution of the Soviet Union (on which much of PRC 1982 Constitution is based; see page 4).
1977 - Soviet Constitution - 3rd & last Soviet Constitution.
2016--2017 - Russia’s next major ‘shift’?

IT

July 29, 2015 - All these cycles continue to pinpoint 2016--2017 (most likely 2016) as the time for another momentous ‘shift’ for Russia. If analysis in the Russian Ruble & Crude Oil is correct… or even close
to being correct… 2016 should usher in a desperate time for Russia. Hmmm.
A Bear backed into a corner?? Not a good scenario.
Could the BRICS bank play any role?
Could this dovetail with analysis for 2016 to be ‘The Golden Year’??
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August 2015 Cycles
06/30/15 - “The month of May begins the second third of 2015… when things should get a lot more interesting. When looking at 2015, I have been viewing it from a perspective of „thirds‟ - or 4-month periods. One
of the reasons has to do with the diverse concentration of cycles - at different points during the year. They tend
to divide the year into thirds.

Another has to do with the approximate breakdown of how a stock market transition is expected to unfold.
Since late-2014, I have repeatedly warned that this (expected) transition - from bull to bear - would be a slowlyevolving process, full of brief (but sometimes sharp) declines AND rallies. The first 1/3 of 2015 was projected
to be the transitional phase.
As a result, that would be expected to be a lot of sideways action to begin 2015. Since September 2014,
the focus has been on April 2015 when the first sign of trouble was expected to materialize - a warning sign of
what was expected to follow...By the time October 2015 rolls around, the Indices should have experienced
Culmination (late-2014), Distribution (1/3 2015) & Capitulation (2/3 2015)...
Corroborating this pivotal period - and culminating the first 1/3 of 2015 - a nearly-ubiquitous cycle (and
most of its multiples/divisions) also came into play on April 27--May 8, 2015. In a way, it is like the first third
of 2015 handing the baton to the second third… when things should get more interesting…

MARC Tipping Point?
For the last ~6 months, there has been one overriding expectation for an expected reversal in Stock Indices.
That expectation has been that it would be a slow process - with each sell-off being met by a nearly-equal advance… and vice-versa.
That continues to be the case. However, the second third of 2015 - May--August 2015 - is when the
declines are likely to begin overtaking the advances (in magnitude) and setting a progression of lower lows...a 2year, a 7-year, a 14-year, a 17-year AND a 28-year ‟Cycle Progression‟ of declines in the 3rd Quarter of the
year - all reach fruition in 3Q 2015… as a new 40-Year Cycle begins.
...The related 32--33 Week Cycle projected a peak during the weeks of April 27--May 1st and May 4-8th, 2015...That should be followed by a drop of at least 16 weeks (1/2 of 32--33 Week Cycle) and possibly 20
weeks (.618 of 32--33 Week Cycle)… into mid-August--mid-Sept. 2015...
...the DJ Transports maintains its role as lead Index, plummeting to new 8-month lows immediately after
perpetuating the ~8-week/56--57 day high-high-high-high Cycle Progression discussed last issue. The latest
high - anticipated around June 19th - was expected to trigger a more accelerated drop.
That is exactly what is unfolding as it heads toward 6--12 month support - and its minimum/initial downside
target at ~7600--7700/DJTA...On a 1--3 month basis, the DJTA is expected to drop into late-August - when
a ~90-degree cycle recurs.”
[End of excerpt from July 2015 INSIIDE Track.]
August 2015 - With Stock Index cycles turning back down - more convincingly - on Aug. 3--7th, the
Transports entering a downward crescendo, Russian ’Bear’ Cycles shifting into a higher gear & the Ruble
poised to plummet, August 2015 could be an interesting month. IT
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56 Days
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57 Days

56-57 Days

Reprint from July 2015 INSIIDE
Track & Stock-flation III.

7600--7700 =
Initial Support

DJ Transports - Daily Chart
~8-Week High--High--High--High Cycle Progression
Mid-August = Potential Low

“That is exactly what is unfolding as it heads
toward 6--12 month support - and its minimum/
initial downside target at ~7600--7700/
DJTA...the DJTA is expected to drop into lateAugust - when a ~90-degree cycle recurs.”
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